EXPERIENCE
Better ENGAGEMENT
Better OUTCOMES
Better

Industry pioneer GrandCare Systems provides the most
trusted and comprehensive caregiving technology on the
market. Since 2005 GrandCare has enabled individuals to
remain healthier, happier, and more independent.
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Family Care Program
Family members and non-professional caregivers can remotely care for and
socially engage with a loved one, regardless of geographic location. The simple,
mobile-friendly, online portal allows users to communicate directly to a large
touchscreen in the loved one’s home, and be alerted if something seems amiss
(e.g. excessive weight gain, didn’t access medications, didn’t get out of bed, etc.)
The loved one doesn’t need to know anything about computers or tablets to
enjoy family interaction, video chat and receive information on the GrandCare
touchscreen.

Home Health Care Program
Care Managers can access all clients at one glance with the Enterprise Online
Care Portal dashboard. “Digital Caregiving” services, such as virtual video checkins, and remote monitoring, can improve the quality and reduce the cost of care.
Residents can experience on-going family interaction and sharing. Family
members can be involved every day with their loved one.

CCRC’s Without Walls Program
GrandCare adds a branded touch-based appliance and activity/telehealth
monitors in the private home of a CCRC without walls resident. GrandCare
enables staff and family to remotely monitor and coordinate health and activity
patterns for the at-home resident. The resident can use the interactive, touchbased platform to video chat with health professionals, family and caregivers,
receive instructions and medication reminders, view and sign up for events at the
CCRC, play brain games, and for basic family communications and fun.
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Concierge Program
Provide the next level of value, engagement, and service to your residents with
the GrandCare Community and Concierge Program. Using large and easy-totouch tablets, each resident can connect with family, view community calendar
events, receive emergency broadcasts, request services, or check in with the
front desk. They can even use it to talk to their neighbors right from the
directory.
Pursue new revenue opportunities, improve staff productivity, and establish an
advantage over the competition with GrandCare.

Hospital-to-Home Program
Chronic disease management tools enable a seamless transition from hospital
to home, enhance patient experience, and coordinate patient-centered care.
GrandCare’s simple touch-based appliance arms a discharged patient with
diagnosis information, instructions, medication management, remote caregiving
coordination and one-touch HIPAA video chat with health providers. Wireless
telehealth devices enable remote monitoring of patient vitals, preventing
avoidable hospital readmissions.

End-of-Life Program
As an end-of-life technology, GrandCare improves the quality of life for hospice
and palliative care patients. The touchscreen offers no-touch video chat,
photos, messages, videos, soothing music, and other personalized content.
Family members appreciate the opportunity to connect with their loved one at
such a critical life stage, improving patient and client experience.
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GrandCare envisions a
future where all are able
to remain independent
and connected to family
and friends.
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History
Charlie Hillman was shaken by a close call with his great aunt Clara in the early 1990s.
When he stopped in to check on her he discovered she had her windows open due to
smoke and a strong burning smell. Upon investigating it was discovered that there were
flames coming from the furnace. Clara later admitted that she had been hearing strange
noises in the basement and enduring temperature swings in her home for weeks. She
had said nothing about it because she “didn’t want to bother anyone.”
Charlie knew there were many others who could benefit from a user-friendly system to
help keep their loved ones safe. Unable to find a solution on the market, he began to
design his own. By 1995, Clara’s home was outfitted with a simple system of basic
sensors, allowing her to remain safe and to continue living independently at home.
Years later, the widespread availability of the Internet and wireless sensors helped to
turn Charlie’s early vision into a modern reality. He began developing the GrandCare
System in 2003, beta-tested the product in 2005, and brought the GrandCare version
one to market in late 2006.

Vision
We believe that people have the right to empower themselves with enabling
technologies to stay healthy, safe, and happy at home.

Mission
GrandCare Systems addresses the societal need to reduce the cost of chronic
conditions as well as long term, post-acute, and hospice care by providing a fullyfeatured, residential home system to support aging and healing in place.

Quality
GrandCare is committed to the highest quality standards for its operations and
products.
Our products are developed and produced using ISO-13485 and CMDCAS-certified
processes, and carry a CE Mark.
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Awards

Charles Hillman, Founder and CEO of grandCARE, accepts the CEA Innovation Entrepreneur
Award from Gary Shapiro, CEA’s president and CEO at the 2012 CEA Industry Forum.
About GrandCare
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Touchscreen

No computer
skills are
needed for
the resident to
fully engage
with the
intuitive touch
interface.

The heart of the GrandCare System is a large touchscreen in the residence which provides
the individual with social communications, instructions, reminders, medication prompts,
and web-based entertainment.

Caregivers access the system by logging in to the online Care
Portal. Optional wireless activity sensors, environmental
sensors, and digital health devices can be added to the system
as needed. These devices can be used to notify designated
caregivers by phone, email, or text if anything seems amiss or
if wellness readings fall out of range.

The System
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One-Touch
Residents access all features, content, and
communications by simply touching a button
on the screen. No mouse or keyboard is
needed.

Slide Show
When not in use, a slideshow of personalized
content is displayed.

Wireless
Connect to any secure WiFi connection or, if you
prefer, a standard Ethernet cable.
All activity sensors and wellness devices
communicate wirelessly with the system.

Secure

Touchscreen Apps
Assessments Multiple-choice questions on health
and lifestyle to identify red flags
Calendar and Schedule –
View, edit, and complete tasks,
appointments, and events
Caregiving Caregivers log in to track Services
and submit Care Notes
Medication View an interactive medication
schedule with pictures, reminders,
and instructions
Messages and Letters Receive text communications; reply
with an on-screen keyboard

All communication between the touchscreen and
the Care Portal takes place using a Virtual Private
Network.

Music Programs –
Therapeutic streaming music
powered by CoroHealth

Health data is encrypted and stored on the system
in the home.

News and Weather The latest news and local weather
forecast

The system can be accessed remotely through a
User Account on the Care Portal.

Low Power

Photos Digital photo albums shared by
family and caregivers via upload or
Facebook®

The touchscreen features ultra-low power
consumption, and can be set to automatically turn
off and on at specified times to save even more
energy.

Videos and Websites –
Caregiver-selected URLs make
viewing safe and easy

The System
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Wellness View wellness readings and health
data
...AND MORE

How it Works
Through the Care Portal, caregivers have full control over
touchscreen content, and specific notifications following designated
activity patterns and wellness readings.

REMOTE CAREGIVING

Online Care Portal
Caregivers log onto the Care Portal from ANY
internet-connected device with their username and
password.
Once logged in, caregivers can access the Care
Menu. This Care Menu gives caregivers access to all
the system settings.
Caregivers can add Tasks, Calendar Events,
Reminders, Medications, Personalized Content, and
Communications to the touchscreen.
The Care Menu also allows caregivers to set up Alerts and Notifications based on Activity
Patterns and Wellness Readings.
Alerts and Notifications are configured through an intuitive Setup Wizard.

The System
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The Care Portal enables caregivers to check on sensors, view graphs,
set up notifications, utilize care notes, and add social communications
to the resident’s touchscreen.

Care Anywhere
From the home or on the go, the Online Care Portal allows caregivers to remotely access
resident information from any internet-connected device. Family members, friends, and
caregivers can stay connected and involved regardless of their physical location.

Multiple Access Levels
Multiple access levels keep both personal and wellness information secure. Each individual
User Account on the Care Portal can have Admin, Caregiver, or Communicator access.

Family or Enterprise
The GrandCare System is flexible and easy to use. Family caregivers have direct access to all
of their loved one’s information upon logging into the Care Portal, while the Enterprise view
allows professional caregivers to manage multiple residents and resident groups with ease.

The System
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Activity and Environment Monitoring
A variety of non-invasive sensors accurately monitor the daily activities and
environment of residents without impeding their lifestyle, privacy, or
negatively affecting the aesthetics of the home.

Motion Sensors

Action Buttons

Alerts include: motion, no
motion, excessive motion, or
wandering motion

Alerts include: pushed or not
pushed

Contact Sensors

Pressure Sensors

(Door/Window)
Alerts include: opened, not
opened, or next opened

Indoor Safe-path Lighting
Motion and time controlled automatic lighting via
plug-in lamp modules

(Bed/Chair/Floor)
Alerts include: in bed or not in
bed

Temperature Sensors
Alerts include: greater than or
less than

Wellness Monitoring
A collection of Bluetooth health devices measure and record wellness readings. Trend
graphing, printable health reports, and medication efficacy analytics can be accessed
from the Care Portal by caregivers.

Blood Pressure Device

Glucometer

Weight Scale

Ear Thermometer

Pulse Oximeter

Key Features
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Alert Rules
Caregivers have full control over the specific alerts the system will send out when a designated
event occurs.
These notifications are customized using simple selection lists with an intuitive, wizard approach.

[Email Robin] if the
[Front Door] is
[Opened] between [9
pm and 6 am]

[Call Chris] if a [Glucose
Reading] is [Over 250]

[Text Michelle] if there is
[Excessive Motion] in the
[Bathroom] at [Anytime]

GrandCare supports a variety of sensors and devices which report
wirelessly to the touchscreen in the residence. Caregivers can log
onto the Care Portal to view activity levels and wellness readings,
pinpoint specific problems, and specify Alert Rules.

Contacts
Alerts can be sent to anyone
whose contact information
has been added to the
system.
While setting up Alert Rules,
a caregiver can specify who
they would like
alerted and how to alert
them.
Alerts can be sent out via
phone call, text, or email.
Caregivers can even choose
to have the resident
contacted.

Key Features
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Phone Calls:
Text to speech phone calls can be made to
caregivers or the resident. Multiple
caregivers can be notified, and call lists can
be set up.

Texts:
Automated text messages can be sent to
caregivers with an alert status.

Emails:
Emails can be sent to the caregiver or
resident. Emails sent to residents appear as
letters on the touchscreen.

Medication Management
The GrandCare system can prompt a resident when it is time to take medications with
instructions and a picture of the exact medication to be taken. The resident can push a button
to indicate whether medications were taken.

Medication Names
Medication Images
Prescription Information
Directions and Purpose

Acknowledgments
Acknowledgments are a good way to remind the
resident to do certain tasks. On-screen pop-up
messages display on the touchscreen and play an
optional tone. The resident can acknowledge the
message or choose to have the system remind them
later.

GrandCare offers the most comprehensive and holistic caregiving and health
coordination tool on the market.
The touch platform provides health instructions, secure video chat, wireless vital
recording and analytics, medication compliance, activity sensing, and family
communications into one intuitive and expandable platform.

Key Features
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GrandCare App
With the new GrandCare mobile app, you can be
even closer to your GrandCare user. From your iOS
device, now you can:
• Place a video call to the touchscreen right
from your mobile phone
• Type a message and make it appear on
the touchscreen
• Send photos to the GrandCare slideshow

Care Coordination
Both family members and professional caregivers can coordinate schedules, view
assessment data, exchange notes on care, and share relevant information.
This feature aids in maintaining the lines of virtual communication within the entire
care network and is available from the touchscreen or remotely from the Care Portal.

Care Plan
From the touchscreen, caregivers can utilize
the Care Plan to track specific care tasks
through a dynamic list of services. Each
service can be required, optional,
scheduled, unique, or repeatable.

Caregiver Check-in
Caregiver Check-in is a touchscreen feature for on-site caregivers. It allows
caregivers to identify themselves in order to track their hours and services
preformed through the Task Management Plan. It also gives caregivers the
opportunity to add Care Notes directly from the touchscreen. Full reports on
caregiver check-ins and performed services are available through the Online Care
Portal.

Detailed Analytics and Reports
GrandCare can view analytic data about medication compliance rates and the
effects medications may be having on recorded wellness readings.
Reports can be created based on wellness device readings, caregiver activity, and
medication.
Key Features
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Communication
Personalized Photos
Any caregiver can share personal photos with
a resident. Photos will display as part of the
digital slide show on the touchscreen and are
available for on-demand viewing through an
on-screen photo album.
Caregivers can also automatically share
selected picture folders from Facebook®.

Video Chat
With a touch of a button, residents can video chat with friends, family, caregivers, and other GrandCare
touchscreens through HIPAA compliant video chat.
These video calls are placed to the system directly through the Online Care Portal and are secured to
protect resident data.

Letters and Messages
Caregivers and residents can exchange electronic letters using the system. Residents receive the letters
on the GrandCare touchscreen, while caregivers receive letters via the Care Portal and email.
Caregivers can also add brief messages to the touchscreen. These messages can be displayed on-screen
at specified times, appear in the scrolling banner, or can have optional audio recordings attached to
them.

Notifications
When a resident receives an electronic letter, the Notifications button lights up and displays the
number of new letters in their in-box. Touching the Notifications button will take them directly to the
new letters.

For the resident, GrandCare is an easy-to-use communication
and entertainment appliance, connecting them to their loved
ones and promoting an active mind.

Key Features
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Entertainment and Connectivity
Memory Boost
The GrandCare memory boost features include on-screen reminders, a ToDo Checklist, and
event scheduling that residents can utilize to aid their memory and mental performance.

Games and Trivia
To support Brain Fitness, each GrandCare touchscreen comes
pre-loaded with optional games, trivia, spiritual offerings,
word definitions, and nostalgic “Did you know?” information.

Music
Residents can listen to therapeutic streaming music
from CoroHealth® right from the touchscreen. Playlists
are organized into therapeutic programs that are
tailored to mood, activity, and musical taste. The
system comes with five pre-installed programs, but
caregivers can edit and add new programs from a wide
variety of music genres and moods.

Websites and Web Videos
Caregivers can remotely add website and video links to the touchscreen for a more
personalized experience. Residents can browse their favorite websites on the internet.

News and Local Weather
News Headlines update frequently throughout
the day. Residents can choose from World, US,
Health, Sports, and Entertainment News, then
touch a headline to access the news stories.
The local weather updates automatically,
showing the current conditions. The resident
can touch the temperature to see a more
detailed weather report and a multi-day
forecast.

Key Features
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FAMILY CAREGIVING
PROGRAM
“My favorite thing is merely touching this little thing and
having all these beautiful people available to me. I now
have access to my grandchildren. Everything I was missing
out on, I can see now.”
“It has rebirthed me, so to speak.”
—Private Home Resident Ed Thelen, St. Cloud, MN

GrandCare enables designated family members and
caregivers to remotely care for a loved one, regardless of
geographic location.
The heart of GrandCare is a large touchscreen appliance in the loved one’s
residence. No computer or technical skills are needed.
To your loved one, GrandCare is information, socialization, family
interaction, games, and music. Family members can log into the online
GrandCare portal to video chat, add messages and pictures, create to-do
lists, and add medication reminders. Your loved one doesn’t even need to
touch the GrandCare screen for it to do its job.
Wireless activity and telehealth devices can be added a la carte to any
GrandCare touchscreen. It can send email, phone, and text notifications to
caregivers regarding specified events (e.g. didn’t get out of bed, didn’t take
blood pressure reading, failed to open the fridge at mealtime, etc.)

Family Caregiving Program
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HOME HEALTH CARE
PROGRAM
GrandCare enables caregiving organizations like yours to provide more affordable,
efficient and effective care to a broader client base. GrandCare combines several
caregiving technologies into just one comprehensive and easy-to-learn platform.
Care Managers access all clients at one glance with GrandCare’s online care
dashboard. They can be alerted if a specified event occurs (e.g. client didn’t get out of
bed, door opened during the night, caregiver didn’t arrive, etc.)
To learn more about how you can improve your bottom line while offering the latest
and greatest in “digital caregiving” services, contact GrandCare Systems today!
Professional pricing and discount packages available.

“The greatest benefit of this must-have system is in its ease of use to
maintain independent living at home through coordinated care and
supervision.”
“This multifaceted system has endless benefits that are truly
appreciated with continued use.”
—Tracey L. Wolfman, RN, We Care Adult Care

GrandCare Caregiving Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Virtual video visits: a new service offering for your caregivers to virtually check-in
Calendar scheduling directly to the touchscreen in the home
Care Coordination between caregivers, care managers, and family
Caregiver check-in button in the home
Caregiver to-do checklists (bathing, medications, grocery shopping, etc.)
Remote activity sensor monitoring (e.g. resident didn’t get out of bed, caregiver
didn’t arrive)
Telehealth capabilities (automatic BP, weight, pulse ox, glucose, temperature
recordings to system)
Medication Management - prompts to take medications, dosage, what medications
look like
Home Health Care Program
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CCRC’s WITHOUT
WALLS PROGRAM
GrandCare adds a branded touch-based appliance and activity/telehealth monitors in the
private home of a CCRC Without Walls resident. GrandCare enables staff and family to
remotely monitor and coordinate health and activity patterns for the at-home resident. The
resident can use the interactive, touch-based platform to video chat with health
professionals, family and caregivers, receive instructions and medication reminders, view
and sign up for events at the CCRC, play brain games, and for basic family communications
and fun.
Care Managers access all clients at one glance with GrandCare’s online care dashboard.
They can be alerted if a specified event occurs (e.g. client didn’t get out of bed, door
opened during the night, caregiver didn’t arrive, etc.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seamless care coordination among ALL carers
Home health care service opportunities
Remote assisted living & nursing care
Access to campus activities at home
TouchScreen-based wellness programs
Response pendant
Feeder system into your CCRC (Lead Generation)
Inpatient care in an outpatient setting
Medication adherence & management
Preventative & measurable data collection
Remote HIPAA-compliant video chat at point of care
Cost-effective & scalable

“A CCRC Without Walls contract is a comprehensive approach to
providing the health and wellness lifestyle to seniors in their homes. It
is a subscription-based contract between the CCRC and the resident,
and not just services purchased on as-needed basis.”
—CCRC Without Walls: Care Models of the Future February, 2012 Stephen J
Maag J.D. Director, Residential Communities LeadingAge

CCRC’s Without Walls
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SENIOR HOUSING
CONCIERGE PROGRAM
“GrandCare has made our staff more efficient, while improving the quality of
care. Our residents love it. Connecting them to family has reduced isolation and
made residents happier to be at Evergreen”.
“GrandCare gives us a game-changing advantage over our competitors.”
—Evergreen Admins, Martha Brewer and Esmeralda Coronado

GrandCare is a caregiving technology that arms senior living providers with tools to
monitor an entire community at a glance. Enhance the resident experience with
increased family interaction and socialization. Pursue new revenue opportunities with
our concierge-style service ordering. Improve staff productivity and secure a
significant advantage over competitors. The large GrandCare touchscreen appliance
and optional wireless sensors are placed in resident rooms throughout the
community, encouraging engagement, and enabling community-wide messaging and
video chat.
Using GrandCare’s enterprise dashboard, staff can interact with the entire community
at once by pushing reminders, events, and flyers to all residents. Family members can
video chat, share photos and videos, add calendar appointments, exchange messages,
and be involved with their loved ones every day. Even better, the residents don’t need
to learn anything new to benefit from the interaction.

Senior Housing Program
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HOSPITAL TO HOME
PROGRAM
Chronic disease management tools enable a seamless
transition from hospital to home, enhance patient experience,
and coordinate patient-centered care.
GrandCare’s simple touchscreen appliance arms a discharged patient with diagnosis
information, instructions, medication management, remote caregiving coordination and
one-touch HIPAA-compliant video chat with health providers. Wireless telehealth
devices enable remote monitoring of patient vitals, preventing avoidable hospital
readmissions. Activity sensors alert remote caregivers to unexpected lifestyle changes.

“grandCARE is perfect for high risk patients who are being discharged from my
emergency room. The system sends out alerts on medication non-compliance
and red flags, such as an excessive weight gain, which gives me more
meaningful patient data and can reduce unnecessary readmissions.”
“This all leads towards better outcomes turning into revenue streams for
the healthcare providers.”
—Erick A. Eiting, Doctor of Emergent Medicine Chief Medical Officer,
GrandCare Systems

Proven Results:
2013 study using GrandCare technology:
•
•
•
•

36% improvement in HbA1c blood sugar
37% improvement in triglycerides
29% reduction in inpatient hospital admissions
36% reduction in emergency room visits

Encourage family participation. Empower the patient. Promote adherence to instructions and
medication protocols. Recognize and respond quickly to key changes in behaviors and vitals.
Mitigate hospitalizations. Manage risk. And reach cost-saving goals.
Hospital-to-Home Program
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END-OF-LIFE PROGRAM
GrandCare is an end-of-life technology designed to improve the
quality of life and effectively manage pain for hospice and palliative
care patients, while seamlessly connecting remote family and friends.
The large GrandCare touchscreen appliance placed into each hospice room offers no-touch
video chat with family, incoming photos, messages and videos, soothing music, spiritual
offerings and other personalized content. Family members will appreciate the opportunity
to video chat in and exchange messages with a loved one at such a critical life stage,
improving patient and client experience.
“I was able to communicate from afar with my mother at the end of her life, using the
GrandCare video chat, messaging and picture sharing features. The kids and I talked with
her at least twice a day on video chat and I got to send her many letters that her hospice
nurse read to her. I would never have been able to do that without the GrandCare system.”

—Daughter in Arizona

“GrandCare has changed the way we offer care. Knute uses it to
remotely monitor our clients’ vitals and quickly identify if a physical
nursing visit is needed.”
“It’s been a Godsend for our hospice clients who use it for
end-of-life conversations.”
—Cadi Bruen, Technical Care Specialist, Knute Nelson

End-of-Life Program
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GrandCare.com
info@grandcare.com
262.338.6147
Facebook
/grandcaresystems

Official Blog
grandcare.com/blog
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